EMERGENCY FIRE ESCAPE SECURITY SCREENS

Combining the strength of Marine Grade
316 Stainless Steel with the beauty, strength
and flexibility of aluminium, INVISI-GARD
Security Screens offer unparalleled clarity
of vision with enhanced security.
Stainless Steel Mesh – The Facts
When buying a stainless steel mesh product,
ensure that you are purchasing only the highest
quality. INVISI-GARD screens offer you that quality
with a woven wire product that is manufactured
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Yet, ever y winter in par ticular, we are witness to these
horrific stories repeated time and again. Home owners
concerned for their security unwittingly trap themselves
and their families in rooms by fitting security bars and other
devices across window openings.
ALSPEC provides a simple and effective solution to this
issue through their range of INVISI-SCAPE screens a single
action opening screen that provides for security without
the risk of entrapment.
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INVISI-SCAPE opens readily by pressing the spring activated
lock. This can be done by adults as well as children, and the
lock handle is readily identified by glow in the dark stickers.
The range includes outward opening, inward opening and
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INVISI-scape
Invisi-Scape Outward Opening Operating Instructions
Simply follow the instructions below:

Step One Locate spring loaded lock handle.
Shown here in black.

Step Three

Step Two

Insert fingers and squeeze handle toward
the external frame.

Push escape sash open. The sash should freely swing outward.
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Your local INVISI-SCAPE Dealer:

Call 1300 INVISI (468474)
www.invisi.com.au

